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Since 1998, Unisight has been a global leader in the distribution and development 

of video management systems. We are at the forefront of the security surveillance 

industry, providing our customers with cutting edge technology. From standard IP 

solutions to advanced artificial intelligence customized solutions, Unisight has 

what you need. Customer support and satisfaction is our number one priority and 

helping you build a strong market presence is our number one goal. Our strategic 

partnerships will bring to your business the best in hardware and software. We are 

here to assist you from initial idea formation to completed implementation. This 

guide will serve as an introduction to our company and our capabilities. We look 

forward to being your solution provider and presenting you with a superior turnkey 

video surveillance solution.  
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Modules | Description

Data Center – provides a centralized hub for authentication & communication.

Client – the primary GUI the users interact with.

CMS – allows for control and configuration.

Matrix - supplies a virtual video wall that can be both automated and manually 

controlled.

E-map – a centralized module where users can all get the same digital maps.

Advanced Unit – provides the increasingly critical function of synching the times of 

video devices.

DDNS – alleviates extensive IT network configurations and provides a private 

surveillance hostname resolution solution.

Streaming Proxy – offloads the bandwidth requirements for streaming video across 

the network and transcodes video from all supported devices to a single mobile 

friendly format.

Alarm Proxy – allows you to connect both serial and IP based alarm devices.

Mobile Client – provides mobile viewing of Live View and Playback of video assets.

Storage Control – the PC Server provides hybrid ability and supports both capture 

cards and IP devices while the PC Storage Center records only IP devices in a highly 

efficient application.

The modular design of the Unisight platform is an evolutionary step forward in VMS 

design - in contrast to all-in-one applications, you're not putting all your eggs in one 

basket. Rarely will any installation require all of the Unisight modules, you'll only need 

to run the modules necessary for the aspects of surveillance specific to your 

deployment.

In mission critical scenarios each module can be run in a virtual machine for load-

balancing, failover & HA requirements.
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Modules | Data Center

The Data Center is the central component of the Enterprise Platform, 

the heart of Enterprise. Every Enterprise VMS deployment will need at 

least one primary Data Center running. Both user applications (Unisight 

Client & Unisight CMS) connect to the Data Center for authentication 

and to download configuration data. User logs and alarm logs are also 

stored in the Data Center.
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Modules | Client

4

The Client application is designed to accomplish the main functions of 

Live View, Realtime Alerts, Playback, and Backup. In a basic 

installation the Client can be used as a user client where the end-user 

opens the application on demand. In a monitored installation the 

Client can be used as an alarm monitoring client where the end-user 

keeps the application open to receive realtime alerts.

The powerful automation techniques of the Unisight Client helps the 

operator to quickly and efficiently respond to the situation instead of 

fumbling around in cumbersome software GUIs.



Modules | Client

Smart View
Customizable Node Tree – The Node Tree breaks down into Servers and Groups. You have 

total control of each node – you can organize your video devices by creating nodes and 

subnodes, like Country/State/City.

Multi View Zoom – With up to 3 zoom zones you can keep a close watch on indivdual areas 

while maintaining your overall view of the enitre video.

Automatic Stream Selection – While in a single view you'll automatically be viewing the

mainstream, while in a multview you'll automatically be viewing the substream. With a more 

powerful CPU you can see mainstream video in a 4-view, 16-view, and even 36-view.

Interactive E-map – You can navigate via a graphical map. With camera groups, server

locations, alarm I/O, and sub-maps you'll get a sense of locational awareness for any event.

Toggle On-Video Data – Server name, channel name, recording status, alarm status, etc. all 

make a surveillance technician's job easier during regular maintenance, audits, and

change/configurations requests.

Node Search – You can input what you want to see and then click to view – it's that fast.

Instead of scrolling through camera lists or panning over digital maps you can tell the Node 

Search what to find. There are even thumbnail previews just in case you have similar channel 

names.

HD
CIF CIF

CIF CIF
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Modules | Client

Intelligently Connect

Visual Zone Group Connections – A single camera view can only cover so much, why not 

use multiple angles to see the whole visual zone. With group connections you can see 

more with less effort.

Joystick Control-no mouse/keyboard required – Use specialized surveillance control 

devices to expedite user interaction making PTZ control and live viewing as fast as 

possible for true guard operations.

Smart Group Rotation – Automatically switch between ordered camera groups to 

monitor entire visual zones. You can rotate from zone to zone to maximize site visibility 

while reducing the amount of input needed by operators.

Multi Navigation-Node Tree & E-map – The Node Tree provides a text-based structured 

layout of your video feeds while the E-map provides a graphical representation of the 

same structure. Use the Node Tree to easily navigate to desired video feeds you want to 

view and use the E-map to increase the locational awareness of where the video feeds are 

physically positioned.

Group01 Group02

Group01
Camera01

Camera02

Camera03

Camera04

Cam01 Cam02

Cam03 Cam04
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Modules | Client

Intuitive Alert System

Text to Speech Alerts – Not only does our Messenger Service display a rolling queue of alerts, 

it can also read them out loud. Your operators won't miss a single alert, even if they are focused 

on something else.

Auto Connect on Alert – Alarms are the most crucial events for operators, the Unisight Client

can connect to the linked video feeds on any alert all by itself. This frees up the operators to

respond to the situation instead of fumbling around with software GUIs.

Individual Audio Alert Files – Each alert can represent a unique alarm, so can the audio alerts.

You can record custom audio alert files to not only explain the situation to the operator but 

also instruct them on how to react to a specific situation.

Ÿ per Channel – Are you detecting motion on a camera after hours? You can record an audio 

alert that instructs the operator to dispatch a guard to examine the area.

Ÿ per I/O – Did a glass break sensor trigger at night? You can record an audio alert that 

instructs the operator to call the police and notify their supervisor.

Ÿ per Alert – Do you have a unique situation? You can record an audio alert that contains any 

instructions you want.

Easy to Understand Color Cues – Color cues are unified across the Unisight VMS platform so

they represent the same information whether you are using the Client, CMS, Storage Center or 

Hybrid Server.

Instant Playback Clipping – Without even accessing the regular Playback, a user can clip a

video file mere seconds after it occurred in realtime.
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Modules | Client

Targeted Playback

Playback HD/SD Transcoding  Instead of recording the mainstream & substream, the 

Unisight VMS records a single stream, thus maximizing storage, and transcodes the video to 

an on demand substream for playback.

Group Playback – Any camera from any device from any location can be in a group, and can 

be played back synchronized or not. You can even play the same camera multiple times at

different time indexes.

Ÿ Multi-server playback – Create a camera group from multiple servers and view playback 

from each server all at the same time.

Easy Clipping – The quickest video extraction method in the industry.

Ÿ Single File Clip – Simply set a start & stop time and save your clip. Clipping creates a 

single file that includes the Player + codecs, the original watermarked raw video and an 

optional Incident Report.

Ÿ Clip to AVI – You can convert your clips to an AVI file, playable on any PC for easy viewing.

Smart Search – With Smart Search you can search for movement on recorded files to

intelligently pinpoint specific incidents. This lets you record continuously to guarantee you

don't miss recordings but still have the capability to filter out static video recordings on

playback.

Full Backup for Video Archive – This Backup Manager allows you to make mass video

archives for later review.

Ÿ includes virtual playback server – The Backup Manager creates a vir tual playback server 

so your recorded video is not at risk of being overwritten.

–
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Modules | CMS

The CMS application is designed to accomplish the main functions of 

control and configuration within the Unisight Enterprise VMS 

platform. Adding video devices, controlling the video wall and 

configuring users are all part of the CMS module. The Device Status 

can be used as an audit tool, the Events log can be used to review all 

actions performed in the software and the Global User Manager can 

be linked to Active Directory.

If realtime alerts are not needed you can even use the CMS for live view 

and playback. Many of the extra features can be hidden from view, thus 

providing a streamlined GUI for users. The users will only see the Live 

View and Playback tabs, offering them fewer interface buttons and a 

lightweight application for them to get their work done easier.

Enterprise CMS
Station

PlaybackLiveview Backup/Restore Log Viewer Group Snapshot
Management

Device Status E-Map Viewer

System
Configurations

Matrix Control Alarm
Notifications

Global User
Management
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Modules | CMS

Friendly Management

Private DDNS  With internal DNS you can use a domain name instead of an IP address to 

connect to a server. This allows you to configure a server with a dynamic IP and connect to it 

regardless where it is connected to the network.

Multipath Alert Flow – In contrast with the traditional linear configuration methodology, 

the Unisight VMS provides a vir tual toolbox to mix-n-match different types of alerts to 

various behaviors and reactions within the platform.

Video & Data Proxies – When bandwidth and video stream transport paths are critical to 

your deployment you can use the video & data proxies to control the flow of data, such as 

taking a single video stream from an edge device and re-transmitting it to multiple 

destinations.

Custom Snapshot Form Data – Now that you have the video snapshot, you need a form to 

put it in context. With the Snapshot Form you can add critical data to prevent accidental 

misinterpretations of the images.

Operator Accountability – Everything a user does in the Unisight CMS gets logged. Was an 

operator really watching that channel? Now a supervisor can review the log events and see 

the actions they performed.

–

Proxy

100101010

001010101

111100001

NVR Client Matrix

??? . ??? . ??? . ???

DDNS
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Modules | CMS

Dynamic Device Status

Storage Subsystem Graphs View the number of HDDs, individual HDD available space 

and data consumption. Use this data to estimate if you have enough storage to meet the 

video retention time. If you are 30 days in and you are using half your available storage, 

you'll know well ahead of time that you are not going to retain video for 90 days and can 

supply additional storage before your time is up.

Fine Sorting Functions – Sort by server type, location & current status: such as normal, 

error, warning and offline.

Status Board Super Display – With both a standard tile view and icon super view, you can 

quickly see the realtime status of all the video devices in your deployment. If anything is not 

green (such as a network connectivity issue, or alarm sensor alert), you'll instantly notice 

and be able to proactively respond to the situation.

Resource Usage Data – Resource utilization is critical for modern video servers, even more 

so now with the increasing resolution of megapixel cameras. You can view CPU, RAM and 

network utilization on a per-server basis.

 – 
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Modules | CMS

Advanced Control
Matrix Control Save/Load/Schedule matrix schemes on demand for realtime control of 

public view and control center monitors.

Remote Configuration – Once a server has been added to the Data Center you can 

configure everything via the CMS module. There's no need to return to the physical server 

for any post-installation changes.

Mobile Unit Tracking – Utilize street level maps from major providers to track mobile units. 

With vehicle route history and geofence alerts you'll be kept up to date on the whereabouts 

of your vehicle fleet.

Global User Manager - Use the fully featured Global User Manager as a standalone 

permission manager or link it to your Active Directory server for integrated corporate 

authentication.

 – 
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Modules | Matrix

 The Digital Matrix module is designed to run on a multiple video 

out server and is controlled and managed by the CMS application. 

The Digital Matrix can scale from a single video output server 

running just one public display to multiple video output servers 

running a whole wall of monitors and beyond. With higher & higher 

resolution IP cameras coming to market, you can utilize grids of 

monitors to display large video streams. If you have a high 

resolution camera, such as an 8K IP camera you can use 4 monitors 

in a 2x2 grid or 9 monitors in a 3x3 to create large displays of a 

single camera. You can even use 3 monitors side-by-side to display 

a wide angle continuous panorama.
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Modules | Matrix

Advanced Matrix
Dynamic On-demand Layouts The Digital Matrix module has the features needed to be truly 

on-demand and adaptable for any scenario. An operator can create custom matrix schemes, save 

them and load them at will.

Playback Popup – The Playback Popup shows you realtime video but includes a time bar at the 

bottom. You can drag the slider back and forth to play precise time indexes right down to the 

individual second.

Drag-n-Drop Display – Drag video assets from the Node Tree and drop them into place on the 

graphically represented vir tual video wall, it's that easy.

Hands Free Operation – When paired with an Alarm-monitoring Client, the Digital Matrix module 

operates itself. You can setup any grid/channel/camera group/or automatic rotation to respond to 

any alert that occurs.

Smart Scheme Scheduling – The Digital Matrix can automatically load the parking lot scheme 

early in the morning when employees are arriving at work and fighting for prime parking spots, 

and then at lunch time load up the break room & lounge schemes all by itself.

 – 
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Modules | Matrix

Public Viewing
Multi-Monitor Merging If you have a high resolution camera, such as an 8K IP camera 

you can use 4 monitors in a 2x2 grid or 9 monitors in a 3x3 to create large displays of a 

single video stream. You can even use 3 monitors side-by-side to display a wide angle 

continuous panorama.

Group Rotation –  Populate the Digital Matrix with ordered camera groups, via camera by 

camera rotation or group by group rotation.

Safer Environments – Showing your customers they are being recorded can reduce the 

number of opportunistic thefts and can help honest customers feel safer at your business.

Control Room Monitoring – The Unisight VMS design keeps operator's focused and on 

task, but with a vir tual video wall they can keep watch on multiple critical visual zones 

without interruption.

 – 
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Modules | E-map

The Digial Emap Server module is a centralized map server that provides a graphical based 

navigation method to the Unisight Client module. By employing a secondary monitor on the 

client PC you can view the physical layout of the site and the video streams simultaneously.

Locational Awareness Not only can users view the video streams, they can also view the 

physical location and orientation of the cameras on the E-map giving them a greater sense 

of locational awareness.

Interactive Icons with Realtime Status With the Snapshot Preview you can hover your 

cursor over a camera icon on the E-map to see a video snapshot. You can double-click a 

camera group icon to view an entire visual zone. With the same color coded icon status 

indicators you'll be quickly notified of alerts from video signal losses and sensor input 

triggers to I/O relays and server status.

 – 

 – 
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Modules | Advanced Unit

It's critical for the on-screen display (OSD) to be accurate for court admissible video 

evidence. The Advanced Unit module accomplishes platform-wide time synchronization, 

even across multiple time zones.

OSD Time Synchronization When playing multiple angles of video it is essential for 

the time indexes be accurate. With custom time sources and synchronization 

intervals you can rest assured that your OSD is providing the right information.

Log Entries Provide Proof When a time variant is detected and the Advanced Unit 

re-syncs the time the OSD is going to jump forward or backward. With sync logs 

you'll be able to prove your video assets maintain their authenticity and validity.

Custom Server-side OSD With an open platform it can be difficult to maintain 

synchronization across cameras from different manufacturers. With the Unisight 

Hybrid Server and Storage Center Server you can disable the camera-side OSD and 

use a unified, synced & logged OSD from the server that gives a single look and feel 

regardless of camera vendor.

 – 

 – 

 – 
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Modules | DDNS

With the DDNS modules - DDNS Server and DNS Delivery - you can add devices to the 

network without extensive IT support involvement. You'll always have access to your video 

servers, even after an unexpected IP change.

Private DDNS With a private DDNS solution you can establish a more reliable VMS 

deployment quicker than ever before. By utilizing the DHCP protocol for IP 

configuration you can plug in your device anywhere on the network and have 

immediate access.

DNS Delivery You can run the DNS Delivery module on any system - Client, Server, 

Matrix, etc. - to make it easily discoverable on the network.

Primary/Secondary DNS Server An IP surveillance system depends on a stable 

network to provide reliable connectivity and to maintain a maximum uptime rating. 

With a primary/secondary redundant framework you'll never lose a device on the 

network.

 – 

 – 

 – 
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Modules | Streaming Proxy

By controlling the video streams traveling throughout the network the Streaming Proxy 

can alleviate bandwidth bottlenecks by creating a more efficient network and reduce 

overall hardware & operating costs.

Cellular Network Transcoding By transcoding the video streams from different 

camera manufacturers to a single format you can be sure that your mobile client will 

always receive a compatible video feed that helps to alleviate cellular network 

congestion.

One-to-many Multicasting Function By offloading the bandwidth requirement 

from the edge device to a centralized location, the Streaming Proxy can re-transmit 

the video stream to many clients while maintaining a single connection to the edge 

device.

Gateway to LAN for Internal IP Usage Forwarding ports from a public network to 

an internal device can be a security risk, but the gateway functionality of the 

Streaming Proxy allows you to keep your video servers on a private secure network 

but still allow external access.

 – 

 – 

 – 
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Modules | Alarm Proxy

Merging physical security and video surveillance establishes a more intelligent VMS 

platform. The Alarm Proxy modules provide a technology bridge to give a higher level of 

awareness to video surveillance.

Analog & IP Alarm Proxy Modules With an RS232 or RS485 connection to an 

alarm panel, the Analog Alarm Proxy can send alert triggers to the Unisight VMS that 

notify operators in realtime. With a network connection the IP Alarm Proxy can 

receive data not only from alarm panels but from industrial equipment such as 

freight scales.

 – 
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Modules | Mobile Client

Inherits User Profiles From Data Center The Data Center 

provides a Global User Manager where you can configure 

and control access to individual video assets, including 

mobile connectivity.

2 Playback Modes

Ÿ File List – The File List allows you to select multiple or 

individual files from their start/stop times to playback.

Ÿ GUI Display – The GUI Display provides a graphical time 

line that you can zoom in and out of to locate precise 

time indexes, even if it's in the middle of a recording file.

Runs on iOS & Android – For quick viewing on the go Unisight supports the two largest 

operating systems in the market today, Apple's iOS and Google's Android.

Video Transcoding for Cellular Networks – We understand that you may have 3G/4G 

connections with fast download rates but your video source is still your NVR server. The 

Unisight VMS will automatically transcode the high bandwidth data streams to be uploaded 

to the cellular network and streamed to your mobile device.

Supports all Unisight Compatible Cameras/Encoders –  Each camera manufacturer may 

employ their own protocols and algorithms to encode and stream video, but Unisight 

provides a lightweigtht mobile viewing module that can connect to all supported video 

devices in a unified format.

 – 

HD HD HD HD HD HD
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Modules | Storage Control

Server.exe This is our Hybrid Server module. The Hybrid Server is 

compatible with analog cameras via internal capture cards and also IP 

cameras via the network infrastructure. A complete live view is provided 

in the Hybrid Server interface, no Client required.

NVR.exe – This is our Storage Center module. The Storage Center is 

only compatible with IP encoding devices but can connect to and record 

hundreds of channels at once. By using a recording grid rather than a 

resource intensive live view, the Storage Center maximizes the available 

hardware and minimizes your installed hardware footprint.

 – 
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Modules | 360°Panorama

24

Fisheye cameras are now a standard video device. With our universal 

360° Panorama the Unisight Client module can dewarp any fisheye 

camera, regardless of manufacturer, when mounted on the wall or ceiling 

and even on the roof/ground for aerial surveillance.

With our 3-panel dewarp you can see the original video stream, a 

complete wide-screen panorama and a dewarp view all at the same time.

With PTZ-like controls you can intuitively move around the 360° camera 

angle just like a virtual PTZ on both live video streams and on recorded 

video files.

Panoramic View

Virtual Channels



Network Video Recorder Supports up to 128 Video Devices

Unisight Enterprise Storage Controller

Storage Controller
UNS-Enterprise Storage Controller integrates a highly reliable 

hardware architecture and our powerful software  to ultimately 

provide a  rock-solid surveillance and storage  platform for IP 

based installations.  The NVR Systems are capable of recording 

up to 128 IP cameras at 30fps per channel, and preview each 

individual channel independently. Professional or Enterprise 

NVR Server software and the full-featured NVR Client software 

included. 

Features
Ÿ Audio is compressed and embedded into the 

video file

Ÿ Multi-storage support includes local drives, NAS, 

SAN and cloud storage systems

Ÿ Supports both serial control of IP PTZ cameras 

and IP based control for maximum compatibility

Ÿ All features are integrated including Live Preview, 

Playback and Backup - without the need for a 

local Client

Ÿ Receives the main-stream, sub-stream or both to 

provide optimum control of recording and client 

streaming

Ÿ Allows you to connect to multiple third-party IP 

devices simultaneously for both live view and 

playback

Ÿ Integrated alarm I/O can receive the alerts 

triggered by the IP video device

Ÿ Multi-layered interactive e-map instills a sense of 

locational awareness to assist the operators

Ÿ Local user accounts provide the most security for 

edge devices

Ÿ Custom developed Windows platform is 

specifically engineered for surveillance system 

functions

Ÿ Dual NIC configuration provides one private NIC 

for the IP video device network and one public NIC 

for Client/CMS connectivity

Ÿ Open platform allows integration of third-party 

cameras such as Axis, ONVIF, Stardot, Vivotek, etc.

Ÿ Independent camera licensing ensures that one 

device does not affect another device

Ÿ Supporting dual-streams the Streaming Proxy will 

control the flow of data through the network

Ÿ RAID 1 for maximum OS redundancy and RAID 5 

for maximum video storage capacity protects 

against data loss

Ÿ Multiple overlapping scheduling provides the 

most robust recording schemes in the industry

Ÿ Recorded files are tagged with trigger types to 

allow filtering on Playback to quickly find 

incidents no matter when they happen
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Platform | UNS-PNS4XXX Series

HDD HOT-SWAP
PSU HOT-SWAP

1U

2U

3U

4U

High Performance

Ÿ Built-in GPU, reducing resource used to switch data on 

BUS, improved decoding capacity to exceed video card, 

and CPU performance improved by 50%.

Ÿ Embedded memory technology provides high speed 

with reduced poor contact by device vibration.

Ÿ The latest HDD port technology eliminates storage limit, 

largely improves storage performance.

Ÿ 64 bit can enhance calculated performance and be 

compatible with 32 bit.

Comprehensive Expansibility

Ÿ Dual power design, never crash.

Ÿ Dual HDMI, 4K HD with every detail in display.

Ÿ 16 HDD ports and 1 SAS port for mass storage.

Ÿ Dual fiber ports and 4 network ports, either bind 

or isolate network.

Ÿ Surveillance operation all in one integrating 

RS232, RS485, I/O port.

Green Power & Reliability

Ÿ Low power-consumption, unique cooling design, 

maintains long-time stable life span.

Ÿ Unique environment dynamic sensor and controlling 

technology can adjust fan speed according to 

environment changes and co-operate with advanced 

cooling system to achieve the best working 

environment.

Robust Scalability up to 288TB

Ÿ By supporting up to 2 Unisight 24bay extension 

cabinets"ESS3124S-J", UNS-PNS-4208-3U can 

expand to the total storage capacity of 288TB.

Ÿ UNS-PNS-4028-3U and extension cabinet provide 

flexible capacity and balanced performance to 

meet the needs of varying applications and 

processes.
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Unisight VMS Family
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License

Software The software-based licensing method obtains a UID from each video 

encoding device and a license file is deployed to activate the registration for those 

devices. This method is preferred if you use hosted services or are renting a cloud 

server for your deployment.

Hardware – In contrast, the hardware-based licensing method does not care 

which video encoding devices are connected and you can swap them out at will. A 

license dongle is deployed to the system to activate the registration for the video 

encoding devices. This is the preferred method if you have your own Data Center 

server hardware and are building out your deployment or migrating to the latest 

surveillance technology.

 – 
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Applications | Gaming

Enhanced Operator Productivity

Unisight VMS boasts the industry's most intuitive user interface, offering 

one-click access to tools that help you ensure smooth management of 

your operations and to maximize customer service.

Flexible & Future-Proof Choice for Gaming

Standardizing the common aspects of security operations such as 

monitoring, reporting, alarm management and configuration within a 

single intuitive platform helps operators become more productive, while 

minimizing operational costs. This is why we pioneered a unified security 

platform, Unisight VMS. 

Fault-Tolerant System Reliability

Rely on features that ensure the highest percentages of 

system availability. Retain video and data access and integrity 

even when system failures occur.

Gaming System Integrations

Merge video with analytics, fire alarms, access control, LPR, 

point-of-sale (POS) and casino systems and pre-program 

alarms for quick detection of events that require your 

attention.

From slot machine halls to card tables, the control center of a casino monitors a massive number of 

separate video images in real time.  Having no delays and errors, and get the detailed evidence you 

need to avoid false claims, protect assets and keep your guests safe are at the top of the list of 

demands.  A reliable and extensive VMS system solution needs to meet the special requirements as 

below:

Challenges

Intuitive User Experience that simplifies tasks and reduces training costs

Unified and powerful features to conduct investigative tasks more efficiently

Unwavering reliability and security where systems are always up and information is protected

Future proof investment that will adapt to your changing needs

30



Applications | Retail

Challenges
Shoplifting, fraud and inventory shrinkage have a significant effect on the profits of retailers each 

year.  Employee theft is the single largest cause of shrinkage in retail environment today when 

employees steal more than eight times greater than average shoplifters steal.  Shop owners are 

looking for a VMS system that provides a secure and safe environment for shoppers and staff, reduce 

vandalism, and achieve greater efficiencies in operating processes.  

End to End Optimized Solutions

Unisight Mix and Match feature allows you to combine different equipment and technologies within 

the same system and platform to customize retail environment. Access Control solutions combined 

with the industry's most powerful HD network video management software provides a seamless end 

to end solution. Unisight also supports the latest 360 degree cameras with dewarping so you can use 

fewer cameras to see more.

Reduce Vandalism and Keep Parking Lots Safe

Vehicle vandalism and theft account for up to 60 percent of retail losses. Unisight uses a broad range 

of megapixel cameras to improve surveillance visibility and promote a safe and comfortable 

environment for customers.

Superior Image Clarity/Successful Prosecutions

One of our customers experienced 90 percent successful prosecution rates after installing a Unisight 

high-definition video surveillance system. Get unparalleled image clarity with sophisticated zooming 

capabilities and superb ease-of-use.

Seamlessly Integrate with Your Existing System

Unisight VMS allows you to connect your existing POS system to our end-to-end system so you can 

time-stamp criminal activity and incidents when they happen and match them up with specific 

transaction data.
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Applications | Retail

Easy-to-use GUI to Combine Live View and Playback into One

You are able to drag the slider to any passed time point instantly to start playback while you are 

using live view.

Zoom In and Stop Theft Before It Happens

Spot suspicious activity, identify suspected shoplifters, and reduce incidents of theft with HD 

video surveillance and our multiple view feature.

Manage Access to Restricted Areas from Anywhere

Unisight VMS is web-based, so you can manage access to restricted areas from anywhere with an 

internet connection. You’re no longer tied to a single workstation or control room.

Loss Prevention

With POS and analytics integration, 

Unisight can help identify theft as it 

happens and alert security personnel 

for immediate response.

Enhance Operations and Management

Powerful and feature rich, Unisight VMS also boasts the industry's most intuitive user interface, 

offering one-click access to tools that will boost your productivity.  When retailer's business scope 

includes multiple stores, Unisight VMS connects and displays the views from different stores in 

one unified interface to help managers monitor a larger scope with less hassle.
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Applications | Healthcare

Challenges
Healthcare facilities face challenges of providing a safe environment for staff and patients while 

ensuring quality of care.  The requirement is for high value medical asset protection, quick response 

time for multiple patient monitoring and alerts to patient needs while still in compliance with the 

heavily regulated medical industry is important.  

Solution for Healthcare Industry

Unisight has a strong background in delivering powerful security camera systems and recording 

solutions to customers within the healthcare industry, including clinics, hospitals, private practices, 

and pharmacies. As well-established security providers, we are well aware of the security threats 

common to the industry and build systems that help protect against theft, dishonest employees, 

liability suits, and vandalism.

Our systems are just one component of what we provide - our services incorporate advanced project 

consulting, wireless network design, site security evaluations, installation support, and configuration. 

We will work with you from the beginning to ensure your video surveillance system is specifically 

tailored to your healthcare organization.

Place security cameras that provide views of all building entrances and exits in order 

to capture images of those entering and leaving the premises.

Monitor hospital hallways to keep watch over the flow of activity within the 

facility.

Position cameras in elevators and fire escapes.

Utilize surveillance equipment to watch over the 

hospital's parking lots and loading areas.

Install security cameras at entrances 

to restricted areas to ensure that 

only authorized users are granted 

access.

Position cameras both inside and 

outside of the facility.

Recommendations
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Applications | Banking

Challenges

Bank surveillance isn't just about protecting your assets from constant threats. Keeping 

staff and customers safe is important too and video surveillance solutions, cameras, 

recorders, and software need to provide the detail required to see things clearly.

Banks remain at the top of the target list for today's criminal activity. Robbers are resorting 

to ever more extreme measures, from carrying firearms to even taking employees of the 

bank as hostages.

The challenges include but are not limited to:

Assaults during hours of operation

Vault security

Criminal activities by employees or customers

Security outside the bank

ATM operations

Money transportation from one location to another

Safe deposit boxes

Given this high threat level, it is essential that the surveillance system can deter attacks, 

manage incidents, gather and protect video evidence and enhance coordination with law 

enforcement officers.

Unisight Solutions

Unisight's Video Management System has demonstrated decades of experience in securing 

banks and financial institutions thereby solving many of the challenges. The video 

management solution has been developed according to the feedback and experiences 

received from different banks, so that it can meet the specific monitoring requirements.

The Unisight VMS boasts powerful, intelligent functionalities. These functionalities are 

embedded with advanced technology to help you integrate your financial facilities – from 

branch offices to service centers to treasuries – into a centralized monitoring solution that is 

easy to implement, manage and integrate.

We help you conduct effective surveillance of bank assets, manage the security of your clients 

and personnel, reduce register disputes, protect restricted areas, and secure ATM areas with 

unwavering reliability.

We also focus on ensuring the video footage is 

secure.  

When it comes to securing your bank, 

Unisight has the solutions and because of our 

development expertise we can meet the most 

unique request. 
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Applications | City Surveillance

Challenges

Cities and towns need to ensure citizen safety in various environments while being conscious of ever 

shrinking public budgets. Video surveillance systems need to serve three purposes: protect the 

citizens, the infrastructure and society at large. Terrorism attacks, organized crime, and other acts of 

violence are eventualities that every city worldwide must prepare for.

The surveillance system is an important investment and a tool in preventing crime. Surveillance 

enables authorities to solve crimes more effectively, as well as gathering the necessary evidence.

Local and national governments often have the need to deploy video surveillance in multiple 

locations like parks, administration buildings, correctional facilities, courts and more. Governments 

often have tight restrictions and need to make the most out of their tax-payer money. Another 

challenge which is very important is these multiple locations need to be networked together so that 

they can be accessed and administrated from a single location. A component of the surveillance 

system for municipalities is storage of the video from all the locations.

Unisight Solutions

Unisight's end-to-end high-definition solutions meet these requirements by covering more areas, with fewer cameras and 

enabling faster investigations. The Unisight system will provide added security for area businesses and an overall 

improvement and sense of safety in public areas.

The network video management system incorporates both analog 

and network cameras on a single server. Multiple servers can be 

accessed from a single computer using the Unisight VMS software. 

Live video can also be accessed with an internet web browser or any 

mobile device with internet access. This allows specified law 

enforcement officers to view video from a remote scene while en 

route to a location.

Other benefits of the Unisight solution include:

Easy set up and management

User friendly monitoring and investigation research often with 

one-click access to information

Support more cameras with less hardware

Future proof the investment through custom applications or 

technology upgrades.

When emergencies do occur, law enforcement and other security 

agents can immediately access video from any networked facility 

where an alarm was generated verifying the incident so they can 

respond appropriately, significantly increasing alarm integrity and 

increasing readiness of the authorities.

The Unisight solutions can identify potentially troublesome events 

such as movement in alarm zones, perimeter breaches during off-

hours, wrong-way movement, loitering and suspicious bags of 

objects left behind without putting staff at undue risk during the 

monitoring process.

With Unisight we can provide complete surveillance coverage and 

monitoring economically.
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Applications | Hotel

Challenges

Customer satisfaction and hotel safety are the key reasons of the high demand of using video 

surveillance in the hospitality market. Offering a secure and friendly environment is becoming a 

major priority in hotel management. There are many challenges and expectations that need to meet 

in order to create a positive customer experience. Unisight advanced IP and HD Tri-brid hotel video 

management solutions make it simple and easy to implement. Unisight provides total protection 

both in VMS software and cutting edge hardware – industry leading low-light and panoramic 

dewarping technologies. 

Unisight Solutions

Unisight Security Data Center & Digital Matrix Versatile Video Wall 

provide all the sophisticated video management features and functions 

for Hallway Monitoring, Emergency Exit, Parking Surveillance, Vehicle 

Access management, Lobby Monitoring, on-board Mobile Tracking, and 

Perimeter Protection.  It provides many benefits such as

Improve proactive safety in guest room, gym, swimming pool, bar, 

parking lot, etc. 

Improve the customer experience and increase revenues

Data protection and evidential matters

Reduce false liability claims and video support for lawsuits

Forgotten items left behind

Exclusive access and efficient management view

Extensive options for event management

Software modules for the most cost effective systems 

B

C

FED
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Applications | Logistics

Challenges

How to guarantee safer manufacturing processes, and improve the efficiency of management

How to control the cost of transportation, and cut down unnecessary waste

How to arrange the best driving route

How to get the status of vehicles instantly

How to arrange the most reasonable route to dispatch each package

How to learn of packages becoming damaged or even lost rapidly

How to know what and how many in warehouse

How to know if the cargo is safe and where it is

Countless pallets and shipments are handled in logistics centers on a daily basis. This is usually done 

fully or partially automated and under considerable time pressure. Beyond that, the logistics 

enterprises are facing

What We Have Developed for Logistics Sector

This is where the Unisight video solutions come to the forefront: Not only do they ensure added 

safety within your business, they also help optimize business processes, prevent loss and save 

costs. With the Unisight Multi Solution Platform concept, Unisight systems can be adapted to 

individual requirements, their modular structure allowing them to be expanded at all times. In this 

manner, a system installed for building security could be enhanced with a process support 

component, should the need arise.

4 Versatile Modules of Cooperation & 4 Powerful Technologies of Combination!

The Unisight Intelligent Visualization Logistics Management System
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Applications | Logistics

Warehousing Management

Warehousing management with 24/7 

continuous video monitoring and the 

coordination of thermal cameras are applied in 

case of foreign invaders, and intelligent image 

analytics for controlling in-out direction of the 

important portals. Meanwhile, utilizing object-

loss detection for the important articles. As 

soon as the suspicious events happen the 

alarm info and related video data would be 

sent to the monitoring center. Intelligent video 

surveillance could significantly release the 

management staff out of 24-hour ceaseless 

manual work.

Technological Integration

Diverse sensors coupled alarm

HD video ceaseless recording

Embedded intelligent video analytics

Thermal camera coordination

RFID cargo tracking detection

Distribution and Transportation Management
Besides cameras mounted at the front of the vehicle and in the driving cab, a panoramic camera 

would be allocated in the container via celling mount.The video signal from the cameras would be 

converted and compressed into a mobile video server, which transmits digital signals to the client 

of escorts and monitoring center by wifi or 3G/4G/CDMA network. Alarm signals would be also 

sent to the monitoring center by wireless network, and video live-view and playback can be 

operated by the monitoring center.
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Applications | Logistics

Tracking and Tracing Management

Unisight visualization logistics management system brings live real-time video for shipment 

online tracking. The end-user can locate the real-time geographical location and process 

status, and view the related real-time video.

Tracing Management to Rebuild Visual Process

Through the related information in the Datacenter a visual comprehensive info package of cargo through the 

whole logistic process can be rebuilt and created in order to be used for post-event evidence and investigation.
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Applications | Education

Challenges

With increasingly dangerous threats to campus personnel and students, it can be difficult 

to provide a safe learning environment. Real time alerts are crucial for campus security as 

they are often the first to respond to a situation. The VMS platform must be highly 

adaptable to provide actionable information and to manage a wide range of surveillance 

devices spread across large or multiple campuses.

     Leverage existing IT infrastructure and existing surveillance technology

     Provide high-end surveillance on a fixed budget

     Reduce vandalism and increase student safety

     Utilize surveillance for both prevention and real time response

     Monitor critical areas where campus staff members are permitted but students are not

Digital EMaps

Considering the size of most educational locations, campus guards can't be everywhere all the 

time. A robust digital mapping solution must be present to reduce response time. With embedded 

submaps you can view general areas or go in to detailed site layouts.

More Coverage

With higher camera resolutions and falling prices it becomes more practical to deploy IP cameras 

with high megapixel counts, especially when vast outdoor common areas need to be monitored. To 

maximize the budget more cost effective cameras can be utilized for interior rooms, hallways, and 

stairwells, due to limited sight distances.

Panic Button Integration

With the immediate notification from distributed panic buttons, nothing will go unnoticed. 

Lockdown procedures can be triggered automatically to isolate a specific area or to cascade 

through the facility. With remote locking and unlocking capability, operators can safely evacuate a 

vital area or allow law enforcement in.
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Applications | Transportation

Unisight Mobile Solutions: Security Everywhere

Unisight mobile video management solution (UMVMS for example) is built for solving the 

transportation industry challenges in keeping thousands of daily commuters safe, on schedule and 

minimize false liability claims.  UMVMS leverages Unisight's 18 years of knowledge and expertise in 

developing comprehensive and easy to use VMS systems plus the deep business and technology 

partnerships with leading video surveillance equipment manufacturers.  UMVMS can be tailored to 

suit customer's specific preferences and all different scenarios.

The UMVMS is designed to capture up to 4 and 8 camera sources simultaneously with outstanding 

video quality, power efficiency and extreme environments.  UMVMS user interface was designed to 

be familiar, intuitive and user friendly.  Functions such as zoom, audio inputs, incident classification 

and video playback are easily accessible to meet the high demands of easy to use software for real-

world usage in complicated environments. GPS mapping functions are standard with Wi-Fi, 3G or 

4G connection options. 

Industry Demands

Proactive and centralized management

Ability to respond quickly to active alarms

Ability to access video recording of critical situations

Surveillance system needs to function even with intermittent connectivity

Easy to navigate between cameras spread across a large geographical area

Support for a variety of hardened and vibration-resistant components including servers, network switches 

and cameras

Alarm management to help deal with situations such as violence, vandalism, pickpocketing, traffic 

incidents, terrorism, theft, disorderly behavior and accidents

Search and export of large quantities of recorded video

Multiple levels of user access rights and audit trails
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Applications | Transportation

Unisight Solution
Unisigh provides a highly reliable, feature-rich recording platform both in Analog and IP 

solutions to fit customer special needs for today and well into the future. 

Picture a bus or truck with an NVR and different types of cameras and simple descriptions on 

the DVR/NVR and cameras.  

Unisight UMVMS works in

Public Transportation – Bus, Train, Subway, and Cruise Ships

Security Van, Police Car

Logistics Fleet 

Tanker

Traffic monitoring and more 

Benefits of Using UMVMS

Keeping buses, trains and boats running on schedule is of utmost importance not only for 

passenger satisfaction, but also assists in fuel optimization. Efficient scheduling takes into 

account passenger loads, vehicle location and traffic control systems. Using Unisight 

UMVMS will 

Improve passenger and operator safety

Enhance the customer experience

Increase travel frequency

Optimize routes and schedules

Reduce Liability

Prioritized alarm list to gain overview about active 

alarms and their severity

Third-party integrations, like video analytics, 

provide accurate detection of intrusions, traffic 

violations, identification of suspicious incidents, 

efficient parking management and counting

Solution Features

Unlimited scalability

Secure video export

Video database encryption and digital signing 

prevent video evidence from being tampered with

A flexible user rights structure allows multiple users 

and administrators access to any combination of sites

Edge Storage ensures video is always stored even 

when there is a system or network failure

With Video Push, security officers can transmit live 

video from problem areas to a central security office

Supports a wide range of IP cameras and encoders 

including temperature hardened models

Supports third-party integrations

Interactive maps and search functions allow users to 

navigate easily across geographically dispersed 

cameras
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Third-party System Integration

Intelligence Video
The Unisight Intelligence Video Interface with Integrated 3rd-party Video Analytics is a marriage 

between Unisight  and most 3rd-party intelligence video providers across the world, that 

combines the Unisight software, and the edge video devices with video analytics or behavior 

recognition software solutions to create a cost effective IP security camera system with high 

performance, which broadens the scope of video analytics applications.

Access Control System
The integration between Unisight VMS and 3rd-party AC system enables real-time access 

control activity and user-defined, real-time on-screen event annotation. Each door can be 

assigned a preset NVR/DVR and camera with alerts triggered by valid or invalid access attempts, 

which are tied to pre- and post-event video. Upon receiving an alert, operators can engage the 

full power of both Unisight and 3rd-party AC system to quickly and easily retrieve live video, 

control cameras, lock/unlock doors and much more.

POS System
Unisight VMS with POS integration links live and visually lossless recorded high definition video 

with transaction data, enabling security professionals to search and quickly find specific 

transactions and associated indisputable video evidence for event validation. Unisight POS 

Transaction Integration helps customers reduce shrinkage and theft, and address compliance 

requirements by enabling security professionals to more quickly and successfully find video 

surveillance footage associated with a specific transaction. 

OPC Standards
Unisight VMS with OPC Data Access Server Integration Module controls the transfer of events 

and alarms from Unisight VMS into these third party industrial control systems, alerting them in 

real-time when Unisight OPC gateway reports an alarm or when detector devices, analytics, fault 

or third party alarm sources are triggered or restored.

AC

IV

POS
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